INVESTOWISE
` 10,000 invested in 1993 Infosys IPO is now worth Rs 4 crore.


Founded in 1981, it made its debut on the stock market 25 years ago,
in June 1993.



The company has issued bonus shares to its shareholders six times so
far and has never missed on paying dividends in last 25 years.

When you take informed decisions in Equity Market, wealth creation does
not look difficult.
With this objective in mind 6 years back, KP sir started with his advisory
services under the brand name INVESTOWISE to help Investors buy top
quality blue chip stocks & make them realise the power of Equity.

Products we offer
1. A2S - Anytime Advisory Services
Simple yet potent. Pay one time & get registered
for a year & get all Advisory for a year at no extra
cost. No profit sharing. Further, we are the only
Advisory across India to make customised
services possible for that price. 24x7 support
provided.

2. S2T2 - Strategic short term trading
Well suited for the ones who are impatient & want
quick money in short duration. Advisory is
provided without compromising on quality of
stocks. So, you get some top notch fundamental
stocks with great momentum. Risk involved is
slightly higher but it’s worth it with Investowise.

What makes our Advisory services BEST:
1. We treat each client differently because you
indeed are different with respect to investment
amount, horizon & risk appetite.
2. We don’t blindly shoot messages to you. Every
time you seek recommendation, we consider
your existing portfolio & try give you
maximum benefit from diversification.
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3. Virtual portfolio management service
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Our team will aggressively monitor your portfolio
& every 3 days, portfolio rebalancing strategies
will be shared based on Market Scenario and
global cues. This will help you capitalize on event
driven news and make the most of your invested
Capital.

scenario, global markets & many more dynamic

4. PRS- Portfolio reconstruction service
It’s more like an Insurance. We will revamp your
portfolio in which we will guide you on
1) stocks to exit completely
2) stocks to partly exit & target price for balance
3) stocks to continue holding with target price
4) fresh buy positions with target price to exit.

factors, we consider them all. Nothing is by
fluke or rumour based in our books.
4. The one to one attention KP sir gives to all his
clients is unparalleled. Find us another quality
advisor who can be 10% as committed as him.
We bet you can’t.
5. We have advisory available at most affordable
rates as we believe everyone deserves to get
benefitted from magic of Equity.

Stay Bullish
Team INVESTOWISE

